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Abstract—An adaptive, digital, baseband predistortion (PD)
algorithm that compensates for the memoryless nonlinearities of
radio-frequency (RF) power amplifiers (PAs) for wireless systems
using non-constant-envelop modulation schemes is presented.
Compared with the conventional, complex-gain predistorters
based on lookup tables (LUTs), the proposed direct-learning,
multilevel lookup table (ML-LUT) approach assisted by a
hardware-efficient loop delay compensation scheme achieves a
significant reduction in convergence time and an improvement in
linearization accuracy in the presence of an unknown loopback
delay. The experimental results in an FPGA prototyping platform
show that the fast adaptation speed enables the predistorter to
track time-varying PA nonlinearities as fast as in the tens of kilo-
hertz range, constituting a potential solution for highly efficient
PAs in mobile handsets.

Index Terms—Baseband, digital predistortion, lookup table,
loop delay compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

B ASEBAND digital predistortion (PD or DPD) is a widely
used linearity- and efficiency-enhancement technique for

RF power amplifiers (PAs). A typical radio frequency (RF)
transmitter with baseband PD is shown in Fig. 1, where an
adaptive digital predistorter is employed to preprocess the
baseband signal to cancel out the nonlinearities of the PA,
thereby yielding an overall linear transfer function. Compared
with alternative techniques, PD has certain advantages e.g., it
can treat signals of much wider bandwidth than Cartesian feed-
back schemes [1], and is more economical than feed-forward
compensation methods [2]. In addition, a digital approach is
also much more amenable to fabrication technology scaling
than its analog counterparts. As memory effects are often neg-
ligible in mobile applications [3], the dominant memoryless PA
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Fig. 1. System block diagram of an RF PA linearized by adaptive digital pre-
distortion. The lower signal path facilitates the feedback.

nonlinearities are usually modeled as the AM-AM and AM-PM
distortions [4], which can be expressed as follows:

(1)

where is the complex baseband input
signal, is the complex envelope of the PA’s output, and

and are the AM-AM and AM-PM distortion
functions, respectively, both of which are determined solely by
the amplitude of the PA’s input signal. Typical such distortion
curves are shown in Fig. 2 for a 5-GHz, two-stage, 0.13-
CMOS, Class-B PA for 802.11x OFDM applications [5]. Since
the cascaded transfer characteristic of the PA and the predis-
torter is linear, the PD transfer function must ideally satisfy the
following equations:

(2)

(3)

where and are the AM-AM and AM-PM
PD functions, respectively, and are the
AM-AM and AM-PM responses of the overall transmitter,
respectively, and is the voltage gain of the transmitter,
which is unity in a normalized sense. In this paper, the range of
normalization is [ 1, 1].

According to the architecture and adaptation strategy of a
DPD transmitter, prior works on DPD can be cast into the
following categories: the polynomial method [6], lookup table
method [7]–[9], neural network method [10], and cumulative
density function (CDF) method [11], [12]. Among various
PD techniques, the LUT-based scheme, in which the inverse
function of the PA is stored in a memory, is most attractive
due to its compensation accuracy and simplicity. Compared
with the polynomial-based PD, an LUT can accurately fit to
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Fig. 2. Typical AM-AM and AM-PM distortion curves of a Class-B, CMOS
RF PA.

nearly any nonlinear curve given enough memory. The first
LUT-based predistorter was developed by Nagata [7] with a
two-dimensional memory. A complex-gain-based LUT PD was
proposed by Cavers [8] to reduce the memory required and to
improve the adaptation speed. Nonetheless, the conventional
LUT PD approaches suffer from a severe performance tradeoff
between the adaptation speed and compensation accuracy,
since the convergence time is linearly proportional to LUT size
(i.e., accuracy) [13]. Specifically, in a multicarrier quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) system, the amplitude of the
input signal is nearly Rayleigh-distributed [14]; and as a result,
the entries of the LUT will not be accessed uniformly—those
residing in the lower middle (amplitudes) are frequently up-
dated and thus converge quickly, while others (particularly
the high end) see rare visits, which significantly impedes the
adaptation performance of the transmitter.

Although the deployment of LUT-based PD technology in
base-stations is prevalent and several commercial products
have been offered off the shelf [15]–[18], very few have been
incorporated into handset devices. For the base-station case,
the PD linearizers are usually full-featured, hardware complex,
power hungry, and suitable for compensating various imperfec-
tions of high-power RF transmitters including memory effect
and I/Q imbalance [15], [16]. However, most of these features
are not needed in mobiles; and the handset predistorters have
their own unique features—the high mobility of the handsets
dictates that the predistorters perform fast adaptation to track
the time-varying characteristics of the PA distortion. In addi-
tion, the delay of the RF feedback loop in Fig. 1, especially
the fractional part (in contrast to the integer sample periods)
is another essential parameter affecting the PD performance
[19], which unfortunately varies from device to device and
is also a function of the ambient environment. It is therefore
necessary to estimate this loopback delay and compensate for it.
Meanwhile, low hardware complexity and power consumption
are also critical. All these requirements present keen challenges
for the PD design in handset applications.

In the past, quite a few techniques have been developed
to expedite the initial convergence of the LUT PD. In [20], a

joint polynomial and LUT architecture was proposed, in which
polynomial coefficients are updated first, and the adaptation
is switched to LUT subsequently for an accurate compensa-
tion. In [21], a broadcasting technique with training signals
was introduced. At the beginning of the training mode, the
algorithm updates blocks of memory cells simultaneously
instead of single cells, and then gradually decrements the block
size to reach steady state. In [22], various quantization levels
were adopted. A large quantization level is used to update for
only a limited number of amplitudes at the beginning; while
after a certain number of iterations, interpolation is employed
to estimate all contents in the LUT, followed by updating
with a fine quantization level. In [23], a linear approximation
was performed using the previously modified values at the
two neighboring cells below and above the current address
to smooth the LUT contents. Lastly, a non-iterative adaptive
predistorter was presented in [24], where an indirect learning
strategy and a ramp training signal were employed in the
initialization phase. In summary, all the above techniques are
effective in expediting the initial adaptation of the predistorter;
however, the initial convergence time bears little significance
when it comes to the tracking performance in mobiles, largely
due to, as mentioned before, their highly heterogeneous and
dynamic operating environment (in contrast to that of the
base-stations).

On the other hand, for the loop delay estimation and compen-
sation, the algorithmic complexity and compensation accuracy
are the key issues. Some previous works are summarized as fol-
lows. The loop delay estimation algorithm presented in [7] is
known to lack accuracy; the scheme in [25] using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) involves intensive and time-consuming compu-
tations; the technique proposed in [26] requires a high oversam-
pling ratio (64 ) to achieve the desired accuracy; the method
involving a ramp training sequence proposed in [19] is suffi-
ciently accurate but not adaptive; lastly, the cross-correlation,
adaptive estimator in [27] requires a large number of multipli-
cations, and hence is costly for hardware implementation.

Targeting mobile applications, this paper proposes a multi-
level LUT (ML-LUT) PD approach for fast adaptation in con-
junction with a hardware-efficient, adaptive, loop delay estima-
tion algorithm, in which the use of multipliers is minimized. For
fast prototyping and performance evaluation of the proposed al-
gorithm, an experimental platform was built in an FPGA (Al-
tera Stratix II) using fixed-point arithmetic. Experimental re-
sults from the emulation demonstrate that the proposed PD al-
gorithm not only converges faster than the conventional LUT-
based PD schemes, it also exhibits a much lower steady-state
mean-square error (MSE), as compared to the polynomial-based
PD approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a detailed description of the proposed algorithm;
Section III illustrates several experimental results from the
FPGA emulation; and Section IV concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED PREDISTORTION APPROACH

The proposed baseband adaptive digital predistorter uses a
complex-gain-based scheme, in which the compensation factor
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Fig. 3. Functional block diagram of the proposed ML-LUT adaptive digital
predistorter �� � �� for RF PA linearization.

is expressed as the complex gain in a Cartesian rep-
resentation

(4)

where

(5)

Here, a discrete-time notation is used. The block diagram of the
proposed approach is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of two
parts: a multilevel LUT-based nonlinear compensator and a loop
delay estimator and adjustor, both of which are adaptive.

A. Multilevel LUT-Based Predistorter

To eliminate the tradeoff between the adaptation speed
and compensation accuracy in conventional LUT-based PD
approaches (manifested by the first three curves in Fig. 4),
we introduce a multilevel LUT (ML-LUT) scheme, which has
built-in interdependence between the LUT cells. An ML-LUT
is constructed by parallel LUTs with geometrically incre-
menting sizes from 1 to (a total of memory cells).
The overall PD function is formed by summing the outputs of
the LUTs

(6)

where is the complex PD multiplicand, and
denotes the content of the LUT addressed

by the quantized/normalized input amplitude . The
amplitude-addressing method is chosen for its better tradeoff
between complexity and accuracy, in contrast to other methods
[28]. In Fig. 3, a 7-level ML-LUT consisting of 7 tables with
sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64, respectively, and a total of
127 memory cells is shown as an example. Each table is trained

Fig. 4. Learning curves of ML-LUT (� � �, � � ���� for each table or
� � ����) and conventional LUTs �� � ����� with uniformly distributed
random input signal.

by a least mean-square (LMS) algorithm. For the table (
ranges from 0 to ), the iterative update equation is

(7)

where is the complex conjugate of the input signal,
is the feedback signal, and is the update step size for

each table. Substituting in (6) with (7), we have

(8)

i.e., the equivalent step size for the ML-LUT is .
The built-in interdependence between the multi-tables en-

ables us to exploit the speed of a small table and the accuracy
of a large table simultaneously in the proposed scheme. In other
words, with ML-LUT, the compensation accuracy is determined
by the fine tables, and the coarse tables help to expedite the con-
vergence. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the learning curves of
a 7-level ML-LUT and three conventional LUTs with equiva-
lent step sizes and identical word lengths. Compared with the
conventional 64-LUT, the 7-level ML-LUT requires double the
memory size, while reducing the convergence time by approx-
imately 9 (the convergence time is defined as the number of
iterations before the MSE reaches 30 dB). The overhead in
memory size is nearly negligible when implemented in deeply
scaled CMOS processes.

The comparison of the steady-state mean-square error (MSE)
and convergence time between the -level ML-LUT and con-
ventional -LUT is shown in Fig. 5, where the x-axis cor-
responds to the size of the conventional LUT. For the conven-
tional LUTs, the convergence time increases linearly as a func-
tion of the LUT size, while for ML-LUT, the convergence time
remains nearly constant. Meanwhile, the MSE of the -level
ML-LUT is slightly (0.5 dB) larger than that of the conventional

-LUT. In fact, the slight MSE degradation is mainly attrib-
utable to a phenomenon termed stalling [29] due to the finite
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison between conventional LUT and ML-LUT
with uniformly distributed random input signal: (1) convergence time for
LUT, (2) convergence time for ML-LUT, (3) MSE for LUT, and (4) MSE for
ML-LUT.

word-length effect—the coefficient update stops when the fol-
lowing condition holds

(9)

Note that the step size for each table in the -level ML-LUT is
only of that in the -LUT; and stalling is more signif-
icant in the ML-LUT case when the word lengths are the same.
Further experiments reveal that, with larger step sizes, the MSE
difference between the two methods becomes increasingly neg-
ligible.

A similar exploitation of the features of coarse and fine tables
has been reported in the broadcasting technique [21]. However,
there the characteristic is temporal and only exists in the initial-
ization phase. The ML-LUT method proposed here retains the
interdependence between multi-tables in a hardwired configu-
ration, thereby enabling the scheme to track time-varying PA
characteristics at all times without losing compensation accu-
racy.

B. Integer Loop Delay Estimation

The loop delay compensation is accomplished in two steps.
In the first step, an integer delay is estimated from the ampli-
tude-difference correlation function of the input signal and the
feedback signal:

(10)

where is the sequence length to calculate the correlation,
is the estimated integer delay, and the amplitude-difference

function is defined as

(11)

Fig. 6. Evaluation of the amplitude-difference correlation function.

Note that the feedback signal is a severely distorted (stretched
and rotated) version of the input signal initially. However, the
AM-AM distortion curve is almost monotonic for the input sig-
nals below the saturation level, shown in Fig. 2, especially for
OFDM signals, most of which are located far away from the sat-
uration region. This fact guarantees that larger input amplitude
always results in a larger feedback signal; thus, the polarity of
the amplitude-difference between neighboring samples will be
retained even with the PA’s distortion, justifying the use of the
amplitude-difference correlation to determine the integer loop
delay. The delay that maximizes the correlation function is
the closest integer delay of the loop. Fig. 6 shows the ampli-
tude-difference correlation function with under var-
ious estimated delay (horizontal axis), where the actual in-
teger delay is set to 3 clock cycles or unit intervals (UIs) with
a fractional delay of 0, 0.5 UI and 0.9 UI, respectively. For the
case of 3.5-UI delay, the integer part is estimated to be 3 UIs
and the residual fractional part is 0.5 UI; while for the case of
3.9-UI delay, the integer part is estimated to be 4 UIs and the
residual part is 0.1 UI. Also note that the multiplication in
(10) can be replaced by an XOR function, and (11) can be real-
ized by a comparator. The architecture proposed here not only
significantly simplifies the hardware implementation, but also
enhances the estimation robustness over the PA’s gross nonlin-
earity.

Fig. 7 illustrates the implementation of the integer delay es-
timator, which searches the delay from 0 up to 7 UIs. When
the peak of the correlation function is found, the Delay Locked
signal is asserted, which stops the counter and subsequently out-
puts . The decision threshold is set at to desensitize the
algorithm to the effect of random noise.

C. Fractional Loop Delay Estimation and Compensation

The residual fractional loop delay is located in the range
of (-UI, UI) after the integer delay has been corrected, and can
be compensated by a 4-tap FIR interpolation filter with a modi-
fied Farrow structure [30]. The Farrow FIR filter that produces a
positive delay is revised here to accommodate both the positive
and negative fractional delays (shown in Fig. 8). In either case,
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Fig. 7. Integer loop delay estimation module.

Fig. 8. Positive and negative fractional loop delays.

the nearest four neighboring samples are involved in estimating
the delayed sample with the following interpolation functions:

(12)

where

where represents either the real or imaginary part of the
complex input signal , and a similar formulation is ap-
plicable to and . is the delayed version of

, and is a design parameter between 0 and 1. When
is 0, the 4-tap filter degenerates to a linear interpolator. The in-
terpolation is actually a weighted average of four neighboring
samples, of which the nearest two are more important and carry
larger weights.

To derive an iterative equation to estimate , let us first as-
sume that the actual fractional loop delay is . With the

same interpolation functions, the delayed feedback signal can
be expressed as

(13)

where and are the feedback sequence without and
with fractional loop delay, respectively, and
holds with a linearized transmitter. Define

(14)

(15)

(16)

where is the expectation function. Also consider that
is a stationary sequence; hence

(17)

In addition, note that

(18)

Utilizing (15)–(18), we have

(19)

Define , and holds
almost surely in general. Thus, we can estimate the delay with
the following iteration using a block LMS algorithm:

(20)

where is the LMS block length, and is the step size and
must satisfy the requirement to guarantee sta-
bility. Furthermore, for convergence, the multiplicand

can be replaced by a monotonic function of itself
[31], e.g., its sign for the sake of simplicity, which is known as
the Clipped-Data LMS algorithm [32].
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Fig. 9. Learning curve of the fractional loop delay estimation (� � ��, � �

�).

Fig. 10. Adaptive fractional loop delay estimation module.

Following the same procedure, we can obtain a similar itera-
tive equation for the case of . The overall fractional delay
estimation is summarized as

.
(21)

Note that a larger block length will improve the stability of the
algorithm, however at the cost of a slow convergence and a de-
graded tracking performance. Fig. 9 shows the learning curve
with a block length of 32.

Fig. 10 shows the implementation of the fractional delay es-
timator with a block length of 32. Fig. 11 illustrates the revised
4-tap Farrow FIR filter, where the multiplexers are controlled
by the sign from the fractional delay estimator. The parameter

is set to 0.25 for both hardware simplicity and interpolation
accuracy in this work. Hence, there are only two real multipliers
required for each of the I- and Q-channel.

Fig. 11. Fractional loop delay compensation module.

Fig. 12. Block diagram of the FPGA emulation platform.

TABLE I
HARDWARE COMPLEXITY OF VARIOUS PD TREATMENTS

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Emulation Platform

In order to evaluate the proposed ML-LUT scheme with
loop delay compensation and to compare its performance with
other PD approaches, a hardware emulation platform was
constructed using an Altera Stratix II FPGA, which includes a
7-level ML-LUT PD with loop delay compensation, a conven-
tional 64-LUT PD, and a 5th-order polynomial PD. Fig. 12 is
the block diagram of the FPGA emulation platform, including
a baseband signal generator, a PA model, an MSE calculator,
a readout FIFO, and some control logics. Table I lists the
hardware costs of the three PD approaches.
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Fig. 13. Initial learning curves of the three PD algorithms.

In emulation, the AM-AM and AM-PM distortion curves in
Fig. 2 extracted from a 5-GHz, class-B CMOS PA [5] were fit
to two high-order polynomials

(22)
where and .

In the experiment, a 64-QAM OFDM signal was adopted
as the baseband input signal, which consists of 64 subcarriers
with a 20-MHz bandwidth, an 11-dB peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR), and a 0-dB peak back-off (PBO). A typical 4
oversampling, i.e., a sample rate of 80 MHz, was assumed with
10-bit DAC and ADC in the TX and RX, respectively. The pre-
distorter is initialized as “transparent,” i.e., the output equals the
input at the beginning. The emulation runs at an actual clock fre-
quency of 50 MHz. Some experimental results are discussed in
detailss in this section.

B. Convergence

The learning curves of three adaptive predistorters, i.e., the
fifth-order polynomial, 64-LUT, and 7-level ML-LUT, during
initialization are shown in Fig. 13, where each iteration con-
sists of 256 samples. The step sizes for the LUT methods are
7/32 as before, while the step size for the polynomial PD is set
to 0.05, nearly the maximum value for an acceptable MSE in
steady state. The emulation results indicate that the proposed
ML-LUT scheme converges significantly faster than the conven-
tional LUT PD and exhibits lower steady-state errors than the
polynomial PD. In addition, the conventional LUT curve shows
occasional large error spikes that are mainly attributable to the
rarely updated LUT cells residing at the upper end. These spikes
severely degrade the performance of the algorithm in the steady
state. Note that this phenomenon largely disappears in the pro-
posed ML-LUT approach.

TABLE II
MSE AND ACPR PERFORMANCE

Fig. 14. AM-AM curves of the Class-B PA w/ and w/o ML-LUT PD.

C. Steady-State Performance

Table II summarizes the steady-state MSE and adjacent
channel power ratio (ACPR) performance of the three PD algo-
rithms upon training. It is apparent that the two LUT schemes
exhibit comparable steady-state performance, and both are
better than that of the polynomial approach. Fig. 14 shows the
PA transfer curve with and without the ML-LUT PD. Note
that the compensated curve is drawn with data from the actual
emulation; hence, the data points of large amplitude are rare
due to the 11-dB PAPR of the OFDM signal.

D. Tracking Performance

A simplified time-varying PA was modeled as follows:

(23)

(24)

where the PA’s AM-AM and AM-PM responses are assumed to
vary with time in a sinusoidal fashion— denotes the variation
frequency, is the peak AM-AM variation, which is set to
10%, and is the peak AM-PM variation, which is also set to
10% of the maximum phase shift around 20 .

Experimental results demonstrate that the MSE rises with
the increase of for all PD algorithms (Fig. 15). The proposed
ML-LUT is most insensitive to fast variations—capable of
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Fig. 15. Tracking performance of the three PD algorithms.

Fig. 16. Performance of fractional loop delay compensation.

tracking variations of tens of kilohertz; while the conventional
LUT PD is the most sensitive algorithm. The ML-LUT tech-
nique therefore enhances the tracking capability of LUT-based
PD approaches significantly.

E. Performance of Loop Delay Compensation

When a loop delay is present, the MSE performance with and
without the proposed fractional loop delay correction is shown
in Fig. 16. The MSE rises up dramatically with the increase of
the fractional delay without compensation, and becomes quite
insensitive to it with compensation. Since the fractional delay
estimator is adaptive, the predistorter is capable of tracking any
loop delay variation caused by the environment. Fig. 17 shows
the output spectra of the PA with a 0.5-UI loop delay. The loop
delay compensation improves the ACPR by 9.5 dB in this ex-
periment.

F. Word Length (WL) and Step Size

Table III summarizes the impact of WL on the compensation
accuracy of the ML-LUT PD. In this work, the inner WL was
chosen to be 14 bits. In addition, the step sizes of the LMS al-
gorithm were optimized based on emulations, with the results

Fig. 17. PA output spectra with a 0.5-UI loop delay: (1) without PD, (2) with
ML-LUT PD alone, (3) with ML-LUT PD and loop-delay compensation, and
(4) with ideal PA.

TABLE III
WORD-LENGTH EFFECT ON MSE

TABLE IV
STEP-SIZE EFFECT ON MSE

shown in Table IV, in which the nominal step size is set to
7/32 (1/32 for each table). Because of the finite WL effect, too
small a step size will stop the adaptation due to stalling, while
too large a step size will possibly destabilize the algorithm. The
fixed-point results obtained from hardware emulation are bit-ac-
curate, and can serve as the guidelines for a future ASIC imple-
mentation.

G. Quantization Effects of ADC and DAC

The accuracy of the PD compensation also suffers from the
finite resolution of the data converters used in the TX and RX.
Fig. 18 shows the MSE performance of the proposed ML-LUT
with different ADC and DAC resolutions. It is revealed that the
DAC resolution is more critical than the ADC—perhaps be-
cause the DAC outputs drive the PA directly, and the quantiza-
tion noise passes through without attentuation, while the ADC
outputs are used to update the LUT contents and the quanti-
zation noise effect is mitigated by the averaging (of the LMS
loop). These observations are helpful for system-level designs,
in which low resolution converters can be adopted for cost re-
duction.

IV. CONCLUSION

A ML-LUT-based, adaptive, digital, baseband predistortion
architecture for RF power amplifier linearization is presented.
The ML-LUT approach mitigates the primary drawback of
the conventional, adaptive LUT techniques, i.e., the tradeoff
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Fig. 18. Quantization effects of ADC and DAC.

between the compensation accuracy and adaptation speed.
Compared with the conventional LUT and polynomial-based
predistorters, the proposed algorithm significantly enhances
the dynamic behavior of the treatment while preserving the
inherent advantages of an LUT-based approach, including
the hardware efficiency and high compensation accuracy. In
addition, an adaptive loop delay estimation and compensation
scheme is introduced, which assists the PD algorithm and can
reduce MSE and improve ACPR significantly in the presence
of an unknown loopback delay.

FPGA emulation demonstrates the advantages of our ap-
proach, i.e., tracking speed, high compensation accuracy, and
hardware simplicity. The proposed technique provides a viable
solution to the PA problem of future mobile terminals with
simultaneous high power efficiency and linearity.
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